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Abstract 
 

The energy conservation measures are important factor in WSN; this aims to 
minimize the power consumption for improving the network energy. This 

proposed method utilizes enhanced PSO algorithm for reducing the power 

consumption while performing cluster head selection process in WSN. Based 

on the weight factor of active sensor nodes, the node balancing is determined 
to evaluate the CH. In PSO, the velocity is updated by selecting sensor node 

by threshold value based clustering. The probability of cluster head is 

determined to select the position of sensor nodes. The conditional based I-
PSO determines the effective result of WSN performance. This approach 

aims to construct the model for accessing number of nodes with increased 

size of networks. This process reduces the number stages to select the cluster 
head since it improves the result than existing approaches. 
 

Keywords: Improved PSO technique, WSN, Cluster head selection, 

Random selection, Network energy, Network lifetime. 
 

1 Introduction 
 

Wireless sensor systems (WSNs) comprise of an incredible measure of 

number of hubs which have detecting, registering, also, correspondence 
capacities. Inferable from attributes like advantageous sending, simple self-

sorting out, and ongoing  checking [2],  WSNs are  amazingly  famous in a  
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assortment of uses, for example, medical fields, cloud models also, natural 

observation. Because of its dynamical the problem causes; however arbitrary 
bunch head choice methodology [3], it experiences unsymmetrical cluster 

head distribution, imbalanced vitality weight, and indirect information 

transmission. In light of these issues, this paper presents an adjusted group 

head choice calculation dependent on (LEACH-M). By considering 
remaining vitality and system address, LEACH-M can improve bunch head 

edge condition, which guarantees a moderately steady and vitality sparing 

cluster structure. In an existing cluster tree WSN, a cluster head ought 
advance the messages from bunch individuals as well as speak with other 

group of cluster heads and BS [5,6]. Thus, they devour extreme vitality and 

will in general kick the bucket too soon and excessively quick, which leads 

crumbling and even incapacitated system courses. The way toward choosing 
the Cluster Head in the WSN, normal vitality of all hubs determined 

alongside normal separation to BS. In each round edge 'Th' decided utilizing 

remaining vitality with ideal tally of CHs. Irregular number produced for 
every hub which is looked at with Th. If result is not exactly ‘Th’ at that 

point hub will be chosen as CH[10,11]. Whenever chose CH separation is 

more than normal separation at that point next close by CH of Base Station is 
chosen. At last information transmitted with multi-bounce utilizing TDMA 

(Time Division Multiple Access) to the BS [14,15]. 

Existing examinations on getting ready for remote backhaul organize 

topologies have generally centered around a solitary boundary or on a couple 
of execution perspectives, e.g., to limit the system cost or to boost the system 

unwavering quality. It would, in any case, be progressively sensible to 

consider numerous exhibition perspectives together, subject to an assortment 
of framework imperatives for a microwave-based remote backhaul 

arrangement[17-20]. For the streamlining, a general cost that consolidates the 

different exhibition angles considered, in light of various weight factors. In 
genuine circumstances, sensor hubs channel out non-uniform vitality because 

of various separations between sensor hubs and base station. In 

heterogeneous system, there might be at least two gatherings of hubs which 

have distinctive starting vitality. For both the cases hubs will have distinctive 
measure of lingering vitality, at that point the hubs with more vitality ought 

to be cluster heads more frequently than the hubs with less energy, to 

guarantee that all incredible simultaneously. The mobile sensor node 
performed with the Random way point mobility for accessing the CH 

selection approach. WSN comprises of sensor hubs with a lot of processor 

and restricted measure of inbuilt memory units for reason for detecting 

different sorts of pertinent information from a particular area of condition. 
Some significant uses of WSN are military, machine reconnaissance, 

preventive support, calamity alleviation tasks and so forth. Sampling based 

spider monkey enhancement strategy is presented on CH selection process of 
WSN. On the off chance that the testing populace comprises of hubs to 
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choose cluster heads, the group heads are chosen among the hubs. Along 
these lines, the issues brought about by various areas of hubs and group 

heads are settled. Therefore, we improve lifetime and steadiness of WSNs 

through inspecting based spider monkey advancement and energy proficient 
CH determination. This investigation portrays how the inspecting strategy is 

utilized in essential SMO and how to choose bunch heads utilizing 

examining based SMO [22,23]. 
The basic concept utilized on WSN has less energy consumption, power, 

improved network lifetime and size. The topology advancement need to think 

about various target goals, for example, throughput, organize productivity, 

and sending cost. The advancement requirements would likewise be assorted 
and would incorporate both different equipment impediments furthermore, 

the data transfer capacity necessities of clients. A more far reaching study is, 

in this way, important to together take into account these numerous 
presentation viewpoints and framework limitations when arranging a remote 

backhaul topology. The total routing rate cost to adjust the vitality of the 

sensor hub, the sub-cluster head and the group cluster head. In the sub-group 

head determination stage, this utilizes the PSO calculation to look for the 
reasonable sub-group head. The cost capacity of the PSO calculation 

guarantees that the separation between the sub-cluster head what’s more, 

clusters head isn't excessively close and that the measure of sub-cluster head 
vitality is near the cluster head vitality. The whole remote sensor systems are 

isolated into three periods of transmission to spare battery vitality utilization 

of the cluster individuals and scatter the vitality utilization of the cluster head 
[24,25]. 

This paper summarized as follows: Section II described the various 

survey paper related to this proposed work. Section III presents the existing 

work, which helps to compare the proposed work for the performance 
improvements. Section IV proposed the novel approaches to improve the 

performance of WSN with cluster head selection approach. Section V 

discusses the experimental results and comparison with existing approach. 
Finally, the section VI concludes the proposed work with its improved results 

and the future work is presented with novelty. 

 

2 Literature Survey 

 
Qingwei Liu, et. al. [13] has presented the energy efficient design WSN 

with cluster formation technique. Here it uses genetic algorithm based fuzzy 

logic for effective formation of cluster head. The fuzzy interference system is 

used to select the distance between the clusters and nodes. This paper shows 
the major contribution and issues & challenges on cluster head formation 

approaches. Here the proposed approach is compared with the LEACH, 

CFFL and other existing approaches. In WSN protocol, the sensor nodes are 
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selected with fixed energy capability and the base station has better 

communication and computation performances.  
Yongcheng Li, et. al. [9] have proposed the topology model on wireless 

backhaul networks, which uses microwave based approach for multi-

objective calculations. Build up a Integer linear programming improvement 

show and furthermore propose an efficient heuristic calculation to design 
cost-limited tree topologies for both single stage and multi-stage plan 

situations. This paper shows that the heuristic calculation is efficient to 

enhance various framework destinations mutually and performs near the ILP 
model. The exhibitions of the topologies arranged with the intermittent 

imperative and the single stage situation are additionally near one another 

further accommodating the effectiveness of the proposed heuristic 

calculation. 
Amruta lipare, &Damodar R Edla, [12] have described the design of 

cluster head selection in WSN using fuzzy logics. CH utilizes its energy 

quicker because of various intra-group exercises in WSN. In this way, proper 
CH choice is important for WSN communications. In this paper, to choose 

the fitting CH, fluffy derivation framework is applied. The fluffy information 

factors are the separation to BS, hub degree and remaining energy 
consumption of sensor hub, while 'rivalry sweep's and 'network size' are two 

fluffy yield factors. The CHs are chosen by the estimations of 'rivalry range'. 

The cluster development is done by the estimations of 'network size'. The 

sensor hubs get assigned to their separate CH with the closest separation and 
the accessible size of CH. The approach outflanks LEACH and EAUCF 

calculation under the assessment boundaries like vitality utilization, dynamic 

sensor hubs per rounds and steadiness of the system. 
Suryakant Soni, &Biswanath Dey, [16] has presented the dynamic 

selection approach in cluster head processing. Here the WSN performed with 

the heterogeneous network model. This approach focusing on various 
challenges on WSN improvements, in which one is to utilize effectively 

restricted vitality. In this paper, a proficient procedure where used the cluster 

head, which is progressively chosen from the group of group heads inside the 

cluster. Inside the cluster various group heads are chosen and after specific 
rounds, when vitality level turns out to be not exactly or equivalents to 

typical hubs inside the clusters, ordinary hubs will take the charge and to 

become group heads. The command management of cluster heads pivots 
constantly, makes the system without end. 

Syed K Haider, et. al. [1] has proposed the UAV model on the cluster 

head selection approach on WSN. The energy utilization of WSN groups 

with limiting the correspondence connects disappointment likelihood with 
the BS. The approach utilizes the help of a UAV, moving over a WSN group 

to impart with the BS. UAV-helped CH choice model considers the leftover 

vitality, the channel condition and the Euclidean separation of every SN with 
a UAV. At first, a UAV communicate a reference point sign to all SNs put in 
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a WSN bunch. In the wake of getting the reaction from every Sensor Nodes, 
the UAV fly back and move the information to BS. The BS delegates a 

gathering of SNs as CH based on the necessary boundaries, for example 

channel condition, Euclidean separation and normal lingering vitality. In the 
following round, the UAV communicate this data to the concerned WSN 

bunch.  The structured calculation powerfully changes the choice of CH 

dependent on the situation of UAV and gives a level of opportunity to every 
SN to move their information to the closest CH. 

Young-Long Chen, et. al. [8] has presented the PSO based hierarchical 

clustering approach is done with time-varying acceleration approach, which 

selects the coefficients as particles. Various leveled clustering approach of 
energy efficient with Swarm intelligence improvement (HCEE-PSO) 

calculation for three-layer group is presented. Organization of WSNs 

typically has a wide territorial range; subsequently, some sensor hubs 
transmit significant distance information to the group head. In this paper, the 

PSO calculation is utilized to search various sub-group heads in a bunch. A 

cluster head is separated into a few sub-groups. The data and information of 

the hubs that are transmitted by the sub-group heads not just decreases the 
vitality utilization in the transmission of the sensor hubs, yet in addition 

scatters the group head to the gathering and mix information of the vitality 

utilization, while broadening the lifetime of WSNs. The HCEE-PSO 
calculation activities have five stages in each round; the primary is the 

serious bunch head stage, the second is the group development stage, the 

third is the sub-cluster head stage, the fourth is the sub-bunch arrangement 
stage and the fifth is the consistent state stage. 

ShachiBattar, & Rakesh kumar, [7] has presented the hybrid approach of 

WSN performance with the use of PSO and firefly optimizer. This paper 

aims to focusing on increases of network lifetime on WSN. Cluster head 
selection and formation based system to choose the optimal CH and its part 

which influences the energy consumption of the system. The connection 

dependability is additionally the fundamental factor in the system. The 
network connection that expends less energy or burden will be picked for 

information transmission between the hubs and for this reason open briefest 

way directing convention is utilized. A cross breed enhancement strategy is 
considered to diminish the energy efficient system. In this paper, a half and 

half methodology is proposed where the PSO and firefly calculation are 

applied for vitality improvement. Utilizing this crossover approach the 

system force can be spared and subsequently the system life increments. 
Walaa A Altakhayneh, et. al. [4] has proposed the genetic algorithm 

based optimization of cluster head selection approach, which improves the 

network lifetime. The fundamental issue here is to be existence time of the 
hubs and the number of bundles that hubs can move from one hub to another. 

This implies the energy of hubs on the network that ought to be upgraded to 

let WSN works for quite a while with proficient way. To fulfill this, steering 

and bunching systems ought to be energy efficiency. Along these lines; 
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picked an productive directing convention with expansion to a ground-

breaking procedure of clustering is significant. In this paper, a Genetic 
approach of energy efficient Adaptive Clustering is assessed in consistently 

disseminated remote sensor organizes in term of number of alive hubs, 

energy rate, number of group heads and bundles conveyance to group heads. 

The appointment of group head is accomplished by utilizing hereditary 
advancement approach which can decide the effective and valuable cluster 

heads. 

Fahimeh H, et. al. (2016) has proposed the TOPSIS based clustering 
approach on WSN. the cluster head generation and selection process 

manages the entire network of WSN applications. This approach presents the 

adaptive clustering approach for selecting preferable similarity and it gets 

ideal solution for WSN. Based on the distance between the base station and 
sensor node, the transmission range is determined to optimize the network 

model. Here the energy efficient network model is utilizing the optimal 

cluster by measuring the relationship between each cluster heads. The ideal 
solution of positive and negative obtains the result based on neighbor node 

selection approach.  

K Ramesh and K Somasundaram, (2011) have presented the study of 
cluster head selection approaches in WSN. Here the various possibilities and 

algorithms of cluster head selection process are done with comparative 

analysis. The LEACH scheme motivates the approach by rotation of clusters 

on selection process. The CDMA strategy is proposed with LEACH 
approach for energy consumptions. The network communication protocols 

are preferred for investigating different approaches in the process of cluster 

head selection. This aims to improve the performance of energy 
consumption, network size, network lifetime and power. Various 

enhancements are reviewed with this approach.  

Abbirah Ahmed., & Sameer Qazi., [21] have presented the cluster head 
selection algorithm on mobile based WSN application. The routing protocol 

is designed with LEACH approach, which aims to reduce the energy rate. In 

fundamental LEACH randomized revolution of CH selection process helps to 

assists with delaying the system lifetime. In Mobile-WSN versatility can 
influence the appointment of CHs because of the irregular development of 

sensor hubs over the detecting zone. For versatile sensor hubs, CH political 

decision ought to be altogether founded on remaining vitality of every 
individual bunch hub. A fixed number of CHs isn't sufficient to get to all the 

portable hubs. Clusters are not fixed as the hubs can move out of cluster 

head, which can cause network connection breakage. This development of 

sensor hubs can cause genuine correspondence disappointment and most 
extreme force consumption of the hubs. 

Firoj Ahmad., & Rakesh kumar., (2016) has proposed the region based 

clustering approach on WSN using Fuzzy logic approach. In this sort of 
system, directing is somewhat progressively mind boggling when contrasted 
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with standard remote or wired systems. The steering conventions those are 
applied for various sorts of different systems can't be utilized here in light of 

the fact that here in WSN, hubs are battery fueled. Because of this, WSN 

ought to be the energy efficient. Whole system lifetime is relying upon 
effective energy utilization in sensor organize. CH selection is one of the 

procedures to use the energy of system proficiently. This strategy devours 

additional correspondence overhead in trading messes for choosing suitable 
group head. This sort of transmission of message from hub to hub devours 

additional energy that makes vitality assets wasteful. This paper gives a way 

to deal with delay the WSN lifetime utilizing fluffy rationale based 

determination of group head that gives totally non probabilistic methodology. 
This methodology utilizes two fluffy factors: Base station separation and 

remaining energy consumption of sensor hubs. In this methodology multi-

bounce correspondence is utilized. One bunch Head (CH) has the position to 
speak with the other CH and furthermore with the BS. 

Lu Gao, &Zhongmin Li, (2013) have presented the balanced approach of 

cluster head selection process in WSN. This algorithm describes the LEACH 

procedure with dynamic clustering approach. All hubs are gathered 
dependent on the spot, and a CH is chosen in each gathering, which 

guarantees CHs even circulation in the system region. Also, a significant 

factor choosing CHs, hub energy rate is thought of, which further energy 
utilization in WSNs. The Dynamic Cluster LEACH is presented with the 

improvement over LEACH in the way that it considers network energy and 

CH conveyance. This convention is more relevant than any sorts that expect 
a convention wherein every network knows the all out energy of the system 

and adjusts its political decision likelihood of turning into a CH as per its 

residual energy. The DCL convention is separated into adjusts, and in each 

round there are two stages, set-up stage and consistent stage. The set-up 
period of DCL is not quite the same as LEACH. The set-up stage is 

comprised of CH choice and CH generation and selection. In DCL, every hub 

has the amount of energy and fixed network area. 
 

3 Existing Approach 

 
With the analysis of various surveys, the existing approach is reviewed 

and the selective existing approach is described in this paper. The existing 

hybrid elephant herding optimization approach is used for the CH selection 
approach in the performance of WSN. This approach achieves the result of 

network lifetime but increases the energy consumption. This drawback is 

overcome by using PSO algorithm based CH selection on the WSN; this 

aims to improve the performance of network lifetime and energy 
consumption of wireless sensor network based applications.  
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3.1 Cluster Head Selection Using Hybrid Elephant Herding 
Optimization Approach in WSN 

 

The conventional approach uses hybrid elephant herding optimization 

approach on WSN with the process of CH selection. Here the overall 
network lifetime improvement in WSN is finished with proposed hybrid 

elephant herding advancement approach for choice methodology of CH. Here 

the cluster head choice procedure is finished with WSN and it is improved by 

proposed advancement approach, which chooses the group head dependent 
on following procedure of sensor hubs. Refreshing the group administrator in 

streamlining calculation is measures the scale factor of clan on elephant 

arbitrary walk. Possibly refreshed sensors hubs are chosen on the cluster head 
of remote sensor arranges.The WSN application uses more energy on sensor 

organize correspondence. The EHO emulates the elephant conduct for 

successful enhancement in WSN.  

Here the multi-jump transmission organize is collecting the different 
transmit information on the individual from sensor hubs. The approach 

intends to diminish the disadvantages of existing methodology like, 

diminished throughput, bundle conveyance proportion and lower energy 
transmission. Neighborhood and worldwide improvement approach utilizes 

abuse and investigation of hybridization approach. In WSN, the sensor hub is 

considered as elephant and clusters are the group, which mutually related to 
bunch head that is matron. Each cluster has equivalent and fixed sensor hubs, 

which update the position dependent on faction administrator of streamlining 

approach. The wellness estimation of each sensor hub is resolved with 

division hub. Cluster head is encircled with most noteworthy expected 
estimation of sensor hubs. 

In this, the system model is arrangement with use of optimized WSN and 

it frames the clusters dependent on accessibility of sensor hubs. Information 
change is performed with dynamic sensor hubs and it chooses the group 

haphazardly for streamlining. The wellness esteem is assessed by refreshing 

situation of individual hubs. In the event that it surpasses the group tallies, 
the procedure will proceeded and for looking through missing hubs and plays 

out the activity.The determination procedure of cluster head in WSN utilizing 

edge based Hybrid-Elephant Herding Optimization calculation is displayed 

for expanding the lifetime of WSN application. Here the cluster and partition 
administrator are applied for choice procedure of CH from the WSN; in this 

the refreshing system uses greatest populace of most noteworthy potential 

sensor hub dependent on weight factor. Aggregate separation between each 
CH is resolved to discover the intra-group correspondence. Wellness capacity 

of most elevated potential worth is refreshed on cycle of tribe and it 

quantifies the weight work then it chooses the bunch head based limit 

esteem.  
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The best wellness esteem is acquired with opportune way, which relies 
upon cycle of enhancer. Therefore, the network life enhancement is done 

with the optimization procedure; however, the energy consumption and time 

utility was not achieving the results. Since, the proposed method uses PSO 
with enhanced particle selection process on WSN.  

 

4 Proposed Methodology 
 

Cluster selection process in WSN determines the novel approach of 

optimization in CH generation and selection process, which utilizes Particle 
Swarm Optimizer. The optimized CH selection approach is designed not only 

for transmission of data but also for handling the target node through sensing 

technique. This optimized PSO achieves the better result of energy 
consumptions and network lifetime. The routing of clusters in WSN is 

enhanced with PSO, which proves the better optimal result of cluster head 

selection process. Initially, the weight function is evaluated for active sensor 

nodes and it calculates the velocity. The position of each clusters are 
determined for framing the active set of sensor nodes, which uses optimal 

selection port by condition defines. Neighbor clusters are analyzed for 

knowing the active states, which selects the maximum swarm size. The 
random selection process avoids the missing node on the WSN but it 

increases the time consumption of overall performance. Therefore, the 

improved PSO algorithm is proposed with condition-based fitness selection 
process. The flow chart of proposed methodology is shown in fig1.  

The adaptive clustering approach on WSN is performed with I-PSO. 

Here the competitive approach of cluster head tree mapping is performed on 

the BS. Random selection of active clusters are determines the CH request 
based on the conditional set of PSO. The main objective of this approach is 

to improve the performance of WSN by extended network lifetime and lesser 

energy rate. 
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of proposed methodology 

 

4.1 Cluster Head Selections 
 

The major process of WSN is the cluster selection algorithm with various 

novelties in performance. Here the optimal clustering is performed using 
improved PSO algorithm. The procedure flow model of cluster head 

selection approach using I-PSO is given in fig2. In this, the conditional based 

PSO approach is shown to predict the optimal value for selecting the CH. 
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Figure 2. Process flow of CH selection using I-PSO 

 
The node balancing in CH selection approach utilizes following 

equation, 

An =  A(we)  + 1 + C(d). (n − 1) 

 

Bn =  B(we) + 1 + C(d). (rand − 1) 
 

The cluster tree of WSN communicates with each member of CH by 

router on the WSN. The optimal number of CH is selected on the mapping 
function of velocity, which is given as, 
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Fopt =  √
K

2π
√

v(f)

v(rand)

M_Region

d2(pos)
 

 

Here the velocity function is calculated based on the energy rate, which 
is given as v(f) and random selection transmission rate determines the 

amplification parameter of v(rand). The cluster position and its neighbor 

nodes distance are represented as ‘d’, which is performed on BS of WSN. 

The updating of cluster head on the PSO is evaluated as following equation, 
 

Fopt(t + 1) =  aGi(t + 1) + b1Pi(t) + b2Pi(t) 

 
The Gbest and Pbest are determined on the I-PSO, which utilizes the 

optimal fitness value for reducing the time and energy. The CH selection 

approach is evaluating the various performances of the WSN and its inbuilt 

processing systems. The active sensor node forming the clusters, which is 
generated by application based sensor activeness. This optimal value 

selection process is performed on PSO generic flow; however, the 

performance of WSN is improved with random selection of node with 
conditional based states of active nodes.  

 
4.2 Enhanced PSO Algorithm 

 

The Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm is applied on the CH 

selection process on WSN application. The WSN is applicable for data 

transmission, network handling and performance of function. Here the 
weight function and calculation of velocity estimate the cluster head 

activation and it is selected by finding the optimal fitness value using 

enhanced PSO approach. This social behavior applied on the particles 
performance of sensor nodes. This population measurement is known as 

swarm evaluations and it selects the active sensor nodes for cluster 

generation. Based on the performance of WSN applications, the sensor node 
is activated and the cluster heads are determined by taking random selection 

approach. 

Based on the load of WSN, the network energy is determine and its 

average clustering energy calculation is given as, 
 

Avgenergy =
∑ EnK−1

n=0

K
 

 

The largest cluster head on WSN determined with weight factor and the 
node balancing is adjusted as ‘A’ and ‘B’ with ‘n’ iterations.  
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4.2.1 Pseudo Code for Improved PSO 
 

1. Set parameters we(min), we(max), C and Ci PSO. 

2. Weight balancing by node selection of An and Bn 
3. Initialize population of particle having population ‘P’ with 

calculated velocity ‘V’ 

4. Initialize number of iterations 
5. CH generation by random selection of nodes. 

6. Particle position updating 

7. Finding P(best_f) 

8. Fitness of particle is calculated with optimal value of random 
clustering 

9. Update velocity and position of particle with the conditions of, 

10. P->V i+1 
11. Probx,y= w* Vix,y +C* rand()*(Pbest,ix,y –Pi x,y)+Ci * 

rand()*(Gbest,ix,y –Pix,y)  

12. Fitness is evaluated using P+1=Pi+1), calculate best particle 

node ‘b’ index. 
13. Updating Gbest ---G+1<Gi Then  

14. Print optimal fitness value. 

 
The propose cluster head selection algorithm is performed with I-PSO 

algorithm on WSN. Here the pseudo code of proposed PSO algorithm is 

defined to evaluate the performance. Transmission delay, energy 
consumption and network lifetime is determined to evaluate the overall 

performance of WSN. The experimental result evaluates the better result as 

compared to the other existing approaches.  

 

4.3 Performance Metrics 
  
The performance of WSN mainly comprises of network lifetime and 

energy, which achieves the better result by enhancing the CH selection 

algorithm with optimization approach. Here the network overhead, network 

lifetime, throughput, energy and computation time are calculated and it is 
compared with the other existing approaches. Based on the network rounds 

of clustering process, the PSO determines the initializing parameters and it 

balancing the sensor nodes. Based on the packet delivery ratio, the 
transmission range and network lifetime is evaluated. 

 
4.3.1Energy Consumption 

  
Total number of residual energy is consumed based on the number of 

network selection rounds. Here the selections of active sensor nodes are 

determining the average energy consumption rate. The process of CH 
selection makes the lesser energy consumption. 
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4.3.2 Network Lifetime 

 

The WSN operating speed and transmission rate determined with 

calculated result of throughput. The network lifetime is improved the overall 

performance of WSN. Based on the function of WSN with CH selection 
process, the throughput improves the result as compared with the other 

existing approaches. 

 

5 Result and Discussion 
 

Thus the design process of CH selection in WSN uses improved Particle 

Swarm Optimization approach. Here the optimal value selection in clustering 
process uses active sensed region, which determines the value effective 

Cluster Heads. The node balancing is done to separate the clusters by active 

sensor nodes, which is selected based on the application set of WSN. This 
process comprises various performance results such as energy, time, network 

lifetime, throughput, and network overhead. The simulation parameters are 

set with application of WSN, which is given in table 1.  

 

Table1. Experimental sets 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Simulation Parameters Obtained values 

Network size 400*400 meters 

No. of active sensor nodes 2000 

Energy of initial state 1 Joules 

Network speed 1-18 meters per second 

Control packet length 50 bytes 

Network sensing gap 0.01ms 

Data packet Length 512 bytes 

Mobility Model Fixed-Random way  

Interface Queue Type Drop tail 

Size of the packets 2000 bits 

Distance to the base station 50 meters 

Location of the BS (200,200) 

Communication Model Bidirectional 

Simulation time 500sec 

No. of rounds 2000 
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After setting the simulation parameters, the clusters are determining the 
active states to WSN and the position of particle is determined to form the 

clusters. The percentages of active sensor node with number of rounds are 

framing the graph approach, which is given in fig3. 

 
Figure 3. Percentage of active node under number of network rounds 

 

Initially, the I-PSO parameters are set to balance the sensor nodes and it 

generates the clusters. Here the cluster head selection process is done with 

improved PSO approach. Number of active and dead cell nodes is 
determining the throughput rate based on network overhead. Various existing 

approaches are compared with proposed methodology.  The percentage of 

dead nodes under number of network rounds is graphed on the fig4. 

 
Figure 4. Percentage of dead nodes under number of network rounds 
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Figure 5. Throughput 

 

The network throughput determines the functional process of WSN; five 

different existing approaches are determining the various performance states, 
which is framed with the graph model. The throughput is graphed with the 

fig5 and it shows the improved result of proposed optimal cluster head 

selection approach. The energy consumption rate determines the time, 
throughput and network overhead; the energy consumption is shown in fig6. 

 

 
Figure 6. Energy consumption 
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Figure7. Result comparisons 

 

Overall performance result of WSN is determined and compared with 

other existing approaches; this shows the improved result of proposed 

methodology. Here the fig7 shows the comparison result of performance 
evaluations. The tabulated result of overall performance is given in table 2., 

which comprises throughput, energy, network lifetime and overhead rate. 
 

Table2. Performance evaluation of existing and proposed method 

 

Methods 
Throughput 

(Mbps) 

Energy 

(J) 

Network 

lifetime 
Overhead 

KHA-OCHS [22] 19 10 4 13 

ABC-OCHS [2] 20 6.6 6 9 

ABC-MBOA-

OCHS [6] 
26 4.01 10 8 

NIUS-OCHS 32 3.2 15 4 

Existing H-EHO [9] 55 2.5 22 2.5 

Proposed I-PSO 62 1.2 36 2 

 

The improved performance state of WSN is done with I-PSO algorithm; 
here the cluster head selection process determines the active state of sensor 

nodes for forming clusters. The generated cluster heads are selected based on 

the application specific of WSN. Thus, the CH selection process of WSN is 
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performed effectively by improved-PSO algorithm. The network lifetime, 

energy and throughput is determined and compared with the other existing 
approaches. 

 

6 Conclusion and Future Scope 
 

Thus the design model of optimized CH selection process utilizes the I-

PSO algorithm on WSN. Here the Particle swarm optimization algorithm is 
enhanced by selecting the active sensor node based on the application set, 

which uses conditional based random selection approach of fitness value 

evaluations. Initially, the PSO parameters are set to balance the node, which 

activates the sensor node and forms the clusters. Here the random selection 
of active sensor nodes evaluated by conditional based particle selection 

approach in PSO. This proposed work improves the transmission range of 

WSN and it makes the higher throughput.The simulation result of cluster 
head selection process is evaluated and compare to the various existing 

approaches. The experiments results show the better results than the other 

existing approaches. In future, the work may enhanced with comparing 
various approach and cloud based evaluations are determining the states. A 

fixed set of transmission range improves the result but, it decreases the 

applications; therefore, the cloud and IoT based applications are possible to 

improve the performance results.  
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